24 HOUR FILM FESTIVAL THIS WEEKEND
Because we know you have 24 hours to spare right now

WELCOME) Charles Jackal '14 was sitting in Commons (THE TOILET YOU USE EVERYDAY – YOU'RE Needs to get his shit together By Mr. Burns '17

athletic career is over. So far, his NARP (non-athletic regular athlete, senior soccer captain Scott Sorenson '14, is a little confused as to what to do with his life now that his athlete is over. For so far, his NARP (non-athletic regular person) activities have included drinking every day since November 2nd, taking excessive party drugs, not doing any homework, and eating like he hasn't seen food in years.

In other words, nothing has changed because So- renson can't seem to abandon his jock ways. Sorenson reports to the locker room everyday at 3:45pm, to which even friendly equipment manager Freeder, "you know Brock has his painting thing, and Jimmy Douran has started riding his old uni- cycle again, but Scotty? He just doesn't know what to do with himself. I feel bad for the guy. I really do."

Some teammates, however, have not been so kind. Junior forward Miles David '14 and Sorenson had a very public showdown Wednesday morning in Commons. Ap- parently, Sorenson had attempted to sit down at the men's soccer table at early lunch, when suddenly a very high- pitched David cried out, "You're a NARP now, Scotty. You can't sit with us!"

Later in the day Sorenson could be seen walking towards the Dark Side, with his head down, and Char- lie Brown's Christmas theme blasting from his Beats by Dre headphones.

36-year-old hockey freshman came over and punched him in the face, saying, "You don't know what you're talking about, NARP! Eh?" Sorenson spent the rest of the night attempting to pick up girls by telling them about his game-winning goal in the last game of his sophomore year, but none of them stayed longer than was required to get the obligatory free beer.

Teammate John Freeder '13 said the other two soc- cer seniors were having a hard time as well, but that So- renson was taking it the hardest out of all of them. "Yeah, man," said Freeder, "you know Brock has his painting thing, and Jimmy Douran has started riding his old uni- cycle again, but Scotty? He just doesn't know what to do with himself. I feel bad for the guy. I really do."

Some teammates, however, have not been so kind. Junior forward Miles David '14 and Sorenson had a very public showdown Wednesday morning in Commons. Ap- parently, Sorenson had attempted to sit down at the men's soccer table at early lunch, when suddenly a very high- pitched David cried out, "You're a NARP now, Scotty. You can't sit with us!"

Later in the day Sorenson could be seen walking towards the Dark Side, with his head down, and Char- lie Brown's Christmas theme blasting from his Beats by Dre headphones.
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36-year-old hockey freshman came over and punched him in the face, saying, "You don't know what you're talking about, NARP! Eh?" Sorenson spent the rest of the night attempting to pick up girls by telling them about his game-winning goal in the last game of his sophomore year, but none of them stayed longer than was required to get the obligatory free beer.
**STILL UNSURE ABOUT YOUR SCHEDULE?!**

The time to add classes might be just about over, but for YOU, WebAdvisor will make an exception! Sign up for Professor Christopher St. James’s ENG221W: Super Fun Stories That Everyone Likes (previously Structure and Symbolism in Contemporary Fiction) today!

Don’t let the W scare you away— all papers will be written as haikus and strongly-worded tweets! And hey, just because it’s scheduled to start at 9:00am doesn’t mean students have to show up then! A passing grade is guaranteed to all students who choose this course instead of Professor Gearhart’s! All assignments are optional!

**CHOSE ENG221W TODAY!**

(Because it’s better than Gearhart’s ENG220, I promise!)

Still not sure? See what others have to say:

“Some of the changes St. James made to his class seem a little…unprofessional.” – English Professor Andrew Gearhart

“The new course description on WebAdvisor is nothing but a link for a coupon to get a free carton of eggs from Hannaford and a kinda sketchy looking invite to a holiday party at Professor Gearhart’s house.” – Jordan Diller ’14

“Professor St. James gave me a twenty dollar Amazon gift card for signing up for his class!” – Cara Spangler ’16

Pulled off the “Manifestos” board by Ms. LaSon ’17

---

**FOOD REVIEW SHOWDOWN: THE HOWARD DINER**

**PHINEAS P. WURTHERBOTTOM III**

Pretentious Asshole & Sackrace Champion

What kind of respectable, discerning gentleman with a fine palate would even consider mingling with the plebeian patrons that inhabit that dingy place? Dining at a restaurant with only one Michelín star is already a ghastly affront to the palate, but to be presented with a pile of shredded cow and melted plastic, and call it a “Philly Cheesesteak”? King Philip of Spain must be spinning in his chorus-filled grave.

The booths remind one of WV1I terraces, but with a greater chance of acquiring gangrene and lockjaw, and are fitted with lingerie-coloured leather faker toadstools, or really, “splatstools” as they are known in the business (I kid you not). The troglodytic swarm of venereal drunkards, lasciviously meshing their scantily clad bodies and wafting noxious hash-browns in the air completely rides one of his appetites. I was there only for an instant and my tattoo jacket was within five minutes covered in bagel crumbs and sexually-inept freshmen. And to finalize the horror of my ordeal, my order of French fries were limper than a cuntmuffin. On a lighter note, the Howard Diner’s staff is always an enjoyable affair, even if one’s well-bred nose cannot cope with the deep fryer’s odour.

Edited by Mr. Renero-Soule ’17
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